Family Systems Research Group TM

Family Systems Research Group (FSRG) is a research and consultation company that offers services and
products aimed at aligning and balancing the human consciousness. For more than 25 years, FSRG staff Have
studied the human consciousness from an energetic perspective. We have sought to develope energetic solutions
to emotional imbalances utilizing many of the principles found in Tibetan medicine including the concept of
the meridian system, basic to acupuncture and acupressure. FSRG offers both individual consultation
services and alignment instruments.

Consultation Services: The Hexagram Profiles - The Barcodes Of The Human Consciousness
In the 17th century a Jesuit missionary, Father Joachim Bouvet, while traveling in China, was shown the I
Ching and Fu Hsi hexagram sequence. The I-Ching (Book of Changes) Bouvet learned was an ancient text that
contained 64 stories with life lessons and struggles. Upon returning to Europe, Bouvet showed his friend, math
wiz Gotfried Leibniz, the Fu Hsi sequence which arranges the hexagrams in binary notation. From this
encounter Leibniz invented modern calculus. Thus Leibniz, in uncovering this binary code, changed the path
of mathematics for all time and influenced all modern thought using the powers of 2. This sequence includes
such revelations as all modern computer math, DNA, the structure of crystals and calculations of planet and
galaxy movement. This is the circle of life: in the beginning is you, and from you the I-Ching emerges, Bouvet
finds it in China, passes it to Leibniz, who invents calculus and we compute the I-Ching, so you can know it
for the first time. Now we can determine the 64 human stories with lessons represented by a six-line Hexagram
or bar code. Using mathematics and your birth data we believe that we can precisely calculate your Hexagram
Profiles that describe binary energy patterns manifesting as observable thoughts and behaviors in your life.
The Basic Hexagram Profile includes the Life Struggle, the Path of Destiny and the Opposition Hexagrams.
Energy patterns transferred from parent to child are in the Parental Profile. Within the Life Script Profile
are energy patterns that, through a series of impact events, describe the themes for your life script or drama.
Once the Profiles are determined FSRG offers an alignment process that we feel may neutralize some of the
difficult aspects of the patterns. Fees for service involve the computation, analysis and consultation only. The
alignment process is free of charge.

The I Ching Alignment Instruments
The I-Ching Alignment Instruments are a derivative of many old and known disciplines aimed at improving the
human condition. Utilizing the principles of Tibetan medicine as well as other technologies and our understanding of the energetic nature of the human systems, FSRG has developed a new technology aimed at
balancing and aligning the human consciousness. The instruments come in the form of framed symbol sets
that employ updated, rebuilt and energetically enhanced I-Ching Hexagrams, herb and vitamin charges,
minerals, copper and aluminum shielded magnetic structures and other natural substances utilized for their
energetic properties. The instruments include the I-Ching Alignment System 1 Instrument (12" X 18" framed
symbol set); I-Ching Alignment System 2 Instrument (17" X 21"); the I-Ching Alignment Systems 3 & 4
Professional Package (18" X 22" with herbal charged, heavily shielded magnetic structures). Only Systems 3
and 4 use charged magnetic structures.
NOTE: To comply with existing regulatory authorities, FSRG makes no claims or promises regarding the
effectiveness of the technology. The instruments are not FDA approved. They are not intended to diagnose, treat
or cure any condition. Each comes with a 30-day money back guarantee.
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